Rationale
While the full ISNCSCI exam will remain the gold standard for evaluation and documentation of spinal cord injury (SCI), there are circumstances where a more rapid, but more limited, exam may be needed. The GOAL of the expedited ISNCSCI exam (E-ISNCSCI) is to determine as best as possible the neurological level of injury (NLI) and the ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS) with the minimum number of steps using the full ISNCSCI testing procedures, unless otherwise indicated.

Application
The E-ISNCSCI is NOT intended to replace the full ISNCSCI exam which should be used for comprehensive characterization of SCI such as in the acute setting, on admission and discharge from rehabilitation, in patients with chronic SCI and suspected neurological changes, or for protocol-mandated clinical trials. The E-ISNCSCI MAY be appropriate, however, in some clinical or research situations. The first would be when a quick screening exam is needed for an early determination of NLI and AIS, perhaps as part of a preliminary evaluation for eligibility for an acute clinical trial (to then be followed by a full ISNCSCI per study enrollment protocol, if eligible). The second could be when a chronic and stable patient needs to have confirmed that the NLI and AIS have not changed. In some clinical settings, like monitoring daily neurological change in a patient with acute SCI in the ICU or in a patient undergoing inpatient rehabilitation, clinical judgement must be applied to determine if the most appropriate exam is a full ISNCSCI, an E-ISNCSCI, or a non-standardized limited examination. The E-ISNCSCI exam is not sufficient if full ISNCSCI data collection is required. Use of the E-ISNCSCI exam requires knowledge of and training in the full ISNCSCI exam, and use of the E-ISNCSCI exam by inexperienced evaluators is NOT recommended.

Exam Protocol
The sensorimotor exam testing methodology of the E-ISNCSCI is the same as for the full ISNCSCI, unless otherwise noted. The order of exam, however, is designed to most rapidly determine the NLI and the AIS. Unlike the full ISNCSCI exam, the E-ISNCSCI may be performed on patients in the sitting position if necessary, in which case this alternate testing position should be noted. The exam components performed can be recorded on the full ISNCSCI exam scoresheet,¹ with notation that the neurologic classification is based on E-ISNCSCI. The E-ISNCSCI exam should proceed as follows:

Determination of the NLI:
1) On one side of the body, starting at the head, test one sensory modality (e.g. pin prick), in descending fashion through the dermatomes until an abnormal sensation is recorded. If the injury level is already known or suspected (i.e. from imaging, prior exam, or other clinical records), it could be possible to start the rostral end of this sensory exam two or three dermatomes rostral to the suspected NLI, adjusting for findings of normal and abnormal dermatomes.
2) Once an abnormal level is found, check the same sensation on the contralateral side of the body and the other, as yet untested sensory modality (e.g. light touch), on both sides of the body, sufficiently to identify the most caudal intact dermatomes.
3) Once the sensory level is determined, test the key muscles at the level corresponding to the sensory level, and at additional levels rostral and caudal to that level, to the extent that is sufficient to establish the motor level on both sides of the body. Testing of upper limb muscles
may likely be omitted when the sensory level is between T4 and L1, but testing should not be skipped if there is patient complaint or clinical evidence of upper extremity motor neuropathology (i.e. weakness, atrophy, spasticity, etc.).

4) Follow steps 1-3 from the “Steps in Classification” on the reverse of the full ISNCSCI scoresheet⁴ to determine the NLI. The NLI is the most cephalad of the sensory and motor levels determined.

Determination of the AIS:

1) Sparing of sensory or motor in the most caudal sacral segment is determined by testing S4-5 sensation bilaterally for light touch and pin prick, plus performing an anorectal examination for deep anal pressure (DAP) sensation and voluntary anal contraction (VAC). As with the full ISNCSCI exam, if S4-5 sensation is absent, DAP is absent, and VAC is absent then the patient has a classification of **AIS A (Complete)** and no further testing is required. If sensation but not motor (VAC) is present, proceed to step 3) below. If VAC is present, proceed to step 4) below.

2) Options to shorten the exam for AIS determination:
   a. Optional omission of sacral testing for motor-incomplete injuries:
      i. If a prior examination has determined the patient has a motor incomplete injury, and/or motor incompleteness is obvious (presence of voluntary movement more than 3 levels below the motor level on either side), then the sacral sensorimotor exam (S4-5 sensation and anorectal exam) can be omitted, and testing proceeds to step 4) below.
   b. Optional sacral testing substitutions:
      i. Light touch and pin prick sensation at S1 bilaterally may be substituted for the gold standard ISNCSCI components of S4-5 sensation plus anorectal exam for DAP. However, S1 sensation is predictive of DAP or S4-5 sensation presence only ~90% of the time².
      ii. Motor function at S1 bilaterally may be substituted for the gold standard ISNCSCI component of VAC. However, S1 motor testing is only ~85% accurate at predicting VAC³. This inaccuracy increases markedly with NLI's caudal to T10, and substitution of S1 motor testing for VAC in such cases is strongly discouraged.
      iii. If there is absence of S1 sensation for both light touch and pin prick bilaterally and absence of S1 motor bilaterally then the patient can be presumptively classified as **AIS A (Complete)** and no further testing is required. If any S1 sensation is present but no S1 motor is present, proceed to step 3) below. If any S1 motor is present, proceed to step 4) below.

3) If the patient is determined to not be AIS A, motor testing of all key and non-key muscles more than 3 levels below the motor level on each side should be performed. If motor is absent in those muscles and VAC has not yet been tested then it should be assessed, unless S1 motor bilaterally is being substituted for VAC. If there is no motor function detectable in any of these muscles, then the patient can be presumptively classified **AIS B (Sensory Incomplete)** and no further testing is required. If motor is present in at least one of these muscles then the patient has a classification of either **AIS C or D (Motor Incomplete)** and testing under step 4) below is performed.

4) If the patient has a motor incomplete injury, then perform motor testing of all remaining untested key muscles caudal to the NLI to determine if the patient is classified as AIS C vs. AIS D. If less than half of these muscles are 3/5 or greater, the patient is classified as **AIS C**. If at least half of these muscles are 3/5 or greater, the patient is classified as **AIS D**. This final step is identical to that used for the full ISNCSCI.
Zone of Partial Preservation: Unless needed for other reasons, a ZPP assessment may be excluded from the E-ISNCSCI exam.

Once the NLI and the AIS have been determined, the patient’s SCI can be considered to have been provisionally characterized. Any recording of the results of this exam should be documented as having come from an E-ISNCSCI exam and not the full ISNCSCI exam, especially if the standard sacral sensorimotor testing (anorectal exam) has not been performed (this should be noted as well). The position of patient testing (sitting or supine) should also be documented. **If there is any doubt as to the accuracy or reliability of the E-ISNCSCI exam, or additional information is needed, a full ISNCSCI exam should be performed by a trained evaluator.**
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